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Phase 2- Compiled Feedback on the V2 CHS Draft of 17.06.2014 

Including Feedback Submitted via the CHS testing – Final Version as of 19.09.2014 

 

Feedback from a total of 29 agencies has been collated. Feedback has been provided by applying the testing tools at head quarters and field level in 14 countries. A complete lit is provided at the 

end of the document. 

In analysing the feedback, comments were re-grouped in a manner that makes them more accessible and removes duplication. Those comments that were ‘yes’ or fully supportive statements were 

not included in this text but considered in the summary presented after each requirement 

The comments have been grouped under the following headings representing the testing principles: 

- Usability 

- Relevance 

- Accessibility 

- Complementarity 

- Verifiability 

- Sustainability 

Data regarding the baseline outlining cases of extreme compliance or non compliance (extremes) is also provided. This cases provide indications of where the target for each requirement might 

need to be adjusted in terms of the level of compliance that testers perceive themselves to have. If compliance is closer to 100% it might be an indicator that the target for the requirement might 

need to be raised. If the requirement shows high levels of non compliance it might be an indicator that the level of the target of the requirement might need to be adjusted, or not. This is only 

indicative guidance for interpretation and should be analysed in conjunction with the comments provided by testers. A stand alone document with all results from the baseline is available. 

Information regarding the MoV used by testers to conduct the self assessment for baseline and endline and input regarding the impact at a programmatic level of participating in testing is also 

available and will be generated to support the development of guidance notes. 
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THE EIGHT COMMITMENTS  

 

Commitment 1: Effective, timely and appropriate humanitarian assistance 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 
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Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of testers think the Standard is easy to use.  

1. It may perhaps be helpful to also group by the type of indicator (communications, policies, program management, etc) in addition to grouping by responsibility by role. The indicators talk 

about protection but the commitment omits this - this weakens the commitment.  The "the right to life with dignity" is stronger - and more accurate.  To live their lives with dignity requires 

a lot more than just humanitarian assistance and protection. 

2. This standard is in line with our existing commitments, though if does introduce a stronger commitment to 'referral', which may prove difficult as it is dependant upon other external 

actors willingness to engage. 

3. Fewer elements would make it easier. Wording of 1.7 clunky. How would you measure decision making 1.7/1.15c and 'impartial' in 1.9?. 

4. The standard sub point, 1.2 and 1.4 1.2 - LGBT - it is difficult to ask in the community 1.4 - should clarify what the referral means here - the referred organization should address the 

issue? what if protection issues identified is referred and not addressed? who is responsible? what would be the role of humanitarian agency in such case?  1.11 - in most cases, newer 

areas get affected with disasters, in such cases, the standard is not usable. However, we can atleast say that wherever humanitarian agencies are working should analyze risk 

5. Standard is user friendly and easy to comprehend but effectiveness depends on certain factors like Issuance of Project NOC, Procurement and timely distribution of project inputs and 

security situation etc. 

6. They are easy to use, but not always fitted for all kind of crisis. In the phases of the programme cycle could be effective to have different standards for both, immediate and sustained 
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emergency, we propose for example to add sustainability for the second scenario as standard 

7. For all standards and principles, measuring one's compliance is quite subjective as there are no SMART indicators. 

8. Standard is easy to use if there is no political interference by the host government. In conflict zones, sometimes government does not allow humanitarian actors to intervene and provide 

humanitarian assistance to the affected families. 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: The majority of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. The grouping by responsibility is helpful, however, the number of sub-points make it a dense read. 

2. Faith-based partners would struggle to engage with LGBT people as vulnerable groups. 

3. The standard is slightly more complex than HAP as it goes into more detail.  This may be an issue when sharing the format to partners. It will certainly increase the budgetary 

requirements in relation to delivering training of the new standards, mainly due to time needed for training. 

4. English language version is needed to be simplified  - Turkish language (or any language) version is needed translation & contextualization. Consideration around language - particularly 

when reference to specific tools like stakeholder mapping (does everyone know what this means?) 

5. Easy for the staff but a little bit difficult for the beneficiaries. 

6. Frequently we find that beneficiaries or authorities have different interpretations of the standards and it makes it difficult to present them and reach an agreement; most of the times, they 

end up accepting them because they are afraid to lose the projects. In an armed internal conflict all interventions are interpreted by different armed actors, communications becomes key 

and implies longer than expected affecting implementing time. 

7. If the standard had Guidance notes, it would be easy for understanding. 

 

RELEVANCE:  
 
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: Some testers have concerns about this, others feel that it is appropriate. 

1. The parameters are very thorough, though there are many terms that are difficult to define or "prove". 
2. Some seem slightly aspirational and difficult to prove "Are impartial in making programming decisions" 
3. It ignores the funding element 
4. It meets the needs for humanitarian action 
5. Yes it satisfies our needs if other actors commit to this format, hopefully, it will encourage better coordination and referral, it covers more elements than in DEC Ways of Working 

framework.  
6. We are not sure 'timely' is not yet adequately explored in this standard. We need something more on what it means to have early action - and preventative action for slow onset or 

predictable crises (outbreaks etc.). 
7. We think that depending on the context it is necessary to take into account more variables such as viability or sustainability. For example the participation and involvement of the 

beneficiaries could be key for the viability of posterior Development project. 
8. The standard is consensual and meets what we strive to achieve as humanitarian agency. Should these standards become binding industry standards, or binding organizational 

standards, individual agencies will need to define how they will measure their compliance objectively, which is another significant piece of work. 
9. yes to a large extend but it ought to have included more focus on the preparedness than on the assistance as is done in 1.11. Specific needs or vulnerabilities have been clubbed 

together which leaves you with less space to comment. 
10. Standard does satisfy the need if independence and neutrality are not compromised due to some political and other factors. 
11. Yes - however I would recommend to move 1.6 under commitment 3 as there is replication here. Requirement 1.8 may also be tricky to achieve in practice since adapting or changing a 

programme can be very much dependent on the flexibility of the donor - if we find something is not working but the donor is very rigid, how can we adapt to changing needs? 
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12. yes, if the standard has the component of  "without  distinction of any kind and aid  is given on the basis of need alone" 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context, although there are some concerns about working with partners. 

1. The Standard provides a good framework for our grants and how we'll work with partners who work directly with disaster affected communities. We do endeavour to promote these 
values with our partners 

2. Yes, though our compliance may be compromised in some areas, due to only working through partners (for example- 1.3 is partly dependant on the working relationship of partners and 
communities.) 

3. Too much detail for our needs. Why would 1.11 only cover organisations with an on-going presence? 
4. most of it  except  LGBT is not relevant under 1.2; need to explain marginalized. point 1.14 is relevant only if organizations are working on protection issues 
5. To a large extent. However, identification and reach to LGBT has not been considered in our response. There is no organised network to reach to such people. Also with no legal status 

of LGBT we do not think it as appropriate. All other sections of population with focus on SC/ST has been undertaken. Except LGBT rest is fine 
6. Yes. The Standard is relevance for both DRR & Conflict 

 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate?) 
 

Summary: The majority of testers feel that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

1. As a granting organization that also provides operational support to disasters, this framework is relevant. 

2. Yes except, LGBT 

3. Partly yes. Being a child centred organization, it would be good to have questions specifically related to issues of children and how are we meeting. 
4. Element 1.1 around preparedness planning is not so related to the project's focus (education and child protection) and would be more applicable to projects with livelihoods components. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Most of the testers feel the language is simple enough, others feel it still needs to be simplified. 

1. The language should be tightened up to reflect the Humanitarian Charter.  The more forceful and precise the language the stronger the sense of commitment 
2. The definition of crisis may need to be clarified. 
3. Would need glossary to clarify what is meant by 'systematic' as understanding this has been an on-going issue with our framework. 
4. Some of the language could be 'unpacked' so we avoid comfortable jargon. For instance, what does disaggregate data mean? Will everyone understand 'constraints'? Some terms need 

definition - for  vulnerable and marginalised groups. 
5. For policy makers and management yes, for field staff it needs translation by us to summarize the bottom lines, and use pictures, flow charts, etc..  
1. It is in a language that suits an experienced humanitarian, but may be a little daunting to someone new to the field. 
2. Well - it might require simpler English for some depending on the level of education of an individual 
3. No - the english is too technical for non English speakers 
4. Yes. It is accessible and understood by all. 
5. By and large the effort to reduce the use of buzzwords and NGO lingo is appreciated.  It is understandable for non-humanitarians. 
6. Yes - marginalized may be defined 
7. To a bigger extent yes. However, some Somali field staff  request it to be simplified further if appropriate. 

 
 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate, but there are some recommendations.  

1. Another helpful way to group the sub-points may be by functional area rather than  by organizational role 
2. Layout does not lend itself to sharing with local staff and partners. Colour coding of 'Staff' section and 'Policy' would be preferable, as would the re-labeling of those sections with a one 
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to tow key words as suggested above.   You do need to consider font size of written documents as the current one used by HAP does not meet accessibility standards recommended by 
RNIB. 

8. There are some confusion on organizational & field  sides applications. The distinction causes confusion. 
9. Perhaps opportunities to improve navigation of the document through use of hyperlinked infographics? In language and structure, aim for greater simplicity. 
10. Less intuitive than the HAP Standard. 
11. Use by grassroots would require simplification or vernacular translation. 
12. There are some confusion on organizational & field  sides applications.  - Some definitions as ‘relevant staff’ are non applicable for Mavi Kalem. Because, – all organizational team 

(including field team & volunteers) are working together-  We believe that these are valid for young & progressive organizations 
13. Design of bullet points is not easy to use - the layout of sphere standards was user friendly an easy to identify compare to CHS 
14. It is quite simple, however, in order for an agency to be able to assess itself objectively , a complex      web of indicators, and measurable standards would need to be developed.  As 

such as as a subjective self assessment, it is quite easy. Should we want to make it objective, it will be  more complex.  In addition, agencies currently have their own standards (often 
similar), rolling out these standards, and mechanisms to measure compliance objectively will be a lengthy process that would require a significant level of effort. 

 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. There is no mention of procection in the commitment - there should be 
2. It might be worth mentioning something about methodologies used in assessments, that they should be participatory rather than purely extractive, and give communities the opportunity 

to identify and analyse problems themselves, along the line of  PRA or RRA. 
3. Funding element is missing and human resources 
4. Examples of 'Means of verification' may help as the current format is open to the individual or organisational interpretation. 
5. References or guidelines to suggested sources of information is needed.  
6. We miss "neutrality"  as a fundamental principle. 
7. Requirement 1 is too long (1.1 till 1.15) 1.6, 1.8 and 1.9 are duplicated in other requirements. 
8. We are missing the best practices where humanitarian agencies have worked in close  coordination with government agencies and ensure initial relief and  other government 

entitlements to the affected community. 
9. The word minorities added in the explanation to 1.2 & 1.10 
10. Specific challenges related to addressing  issues of children are missing. 
11. It is important to include standards that allow and improve articulation with development projects providing viability or sustainability. 
12. The issue of timeliness is only address very vaguely addressed in 1.7.  Similarly, how "effectiveness" is dealt with through the statements is not  always clear. The statements seem to 

focus on the appropriate nature of assistance rather than the operational aspects of timeliness and effectiveness . The standard seems to be very focussed on beneficiary selection, how 
this will achieve effectiveness and timeliness is unclear. 

13. Preparedness requires more focus. inclusion and accountability  options could be spelled  better. 
14. Delivering effective, timely and appropriate humanitarian assistance is not always within the control of the NGO due to external factors. Can we add something here about an 

organisational commitment to advocating for an environment which allows the delivery of quality humanitarian aid? 
15. We suggest that the aspect of needs assessment be more clear in 1.1 because at times   assessments are at times bigger than context analyses.   Possibly out of 1.4 create another 

sub-item on safely transferring (referrals) protection issues beyond the organization purview 
 

How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. Reference the monitoring section, since feedback and communication with communities can be incorporated into monitoring and learning systems. 

2. Footnotes and hyperlinks. This would be especially helpful if you're making reference to "accepted technical standards" - which ones are you referring to? 

3. By following the same terminology as other standards.. 

4. Quick reference guide 

5. A shared indicator list of the standards 
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6. Guiding questions, to facilitate discussion about the compliance level 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are divided in terms of the achievability of the requirement due to several constrainst including, funding, existing structures, working with partners, etc.  

1. This standard (more than some of the others), has a high level of detail and many sub-parts.  It may be difficult for organizations to track/achieve all of them. 
2. I imagine it would take a considerable amount of process restructuring for agencies to develop the capacity to demonstrate that they systematically adhere to these standards, and such 

systems may prove to rigid and a deterrent.  I.e. do agencies want to introduce standardised assessment templates for all responses? 
3. Achievable but if resources are invested, accompaniment prioritised and ongoing support.  
4. The essential criteria are achievable 
5. Not achievable in all cases as it is dependant on the commitment of each country office and the partners. 
6. Yes, ti's achievable because it includes all the levels and types of the stakeholders . 
7. The sector technical standards might be a little difficult to comply each time due to constraints in fund and the resources might not all be available especially during an emergency. 
8. Guiding questions to indicate thresholds of being compliant is needed 
9. In reality we are not yet achieveing these consistently, but it feels reasonable in terms of  expectations.  Would it be useful to have different levels - for instance, the minimum that must 

be achieved, and desierable expectations to give scope for improvement? 
10. No, by using the word ensuring the level of the target becomes high. I would suggest to replace the word ensure by stimulate or encourage. 
11. Can we break down the standards to achievable targets within a  time frame? 
12. Appropriate but at time external factors may influence like humanitarian access, timely availability of funds , etc. 
13. Difficult to achieve 100% target. 
14. The targets are not defined. What is compliance or non compliance is , as it stands,  subjective. 
15. Yes, provided the external factors do not overcome the operational independence and neutrality of humanitarian agencies. 
16. I think the level of the target is set a little too high and may not be easily achievable. In humanitarian contexts NGOs operate with competing demands, limited resources and staffing. 

For a small NGO like War Child, it may be difficult to rigorously ensure each and every one of these requirements as the staff also need time to ensure they are actually delivering the 
activities. For example in Za'atari, we simply havent had the staff capacity or time to conduct  systematic and regular analysis of the context, regular stakeholder mapping etc. However 
having this tool with the requirements can still be something we aim to comply with, so we will seek to continually improve! 

17. YES, its a achievable but policy markers and actors need to be widely senstised to clearly understand the necessary resources and skills to achieve them. 
 
 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: the majority of testers feel it is clear, but there are some recommendations 

1. There are some indicators that need editing to make them clearer 
2. Yes, but there needs to be clearance about through which glasses we are looking at the standards.  - at beneficiary level or... 
3. It feels important to keep language simple.  But, some of these standards could be expanded to refer back to the purpose.  For instance, 1.3 - why is it important to disaggregate data?  

1.1 - Why is it important to do stakeholder analysis? 1.11 - why are mutliple stakeholders need to be engaged in preparedness plans? 
4. There is an overlap: commitment 1.6 and 1.9 should be part of commitment 3.communication and participation. 
5. Some terms are quite general - timely? dignity? - these terms can be interpreted differently by different organisations. 
6. not clear what if we have LGBT data- whether it will impact programming decisions 
7. Yes - Except the LGBT part 
8. Yes but I think it wold benefit from some further definitions. I.e. how do we define regular? Monthly, quarterly? This may help to avoid subjective interpretations from NGO staff! 

 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: Tester’s opinions are divided.  

1. Not entirely.  Some of the timeframe/qualitative words are such that this can be difficult to "prove", at least consistently across organizations and contexts.  Ie: ""timely manner" and 
"undue delay"; "regular analysis", "on-going analysis", "engaging communities" - at what level? It might be difficult to systematically demonstrate, not sure that many organisations would 
systematically measure, or have the capacity to measure: "making decisions and acting without undue delay"; "Are impartial in making programming decisions," 

2. Yes the requirements are verifiable to a greater or lesser degree but behavioral issues and quantitative analysis needs to complement documents and guidance. 
3. Without lists of information on what is considered suitable methods of verification, it  can be rather subjective according to the person investigating the relevance of evidence. 
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4. 1.9 - how would you measure  'impartial'? 1.3: would you expect evidence from every phase of a programme cycle? 1.5: would you expect staff to be aware of all sector technical 
standards?  

5. Based on context/ organisational resources, etc. some of them can not be applicable 
6. The statements don't yet allow for reference to the quality of the action taken. , or whether it relates to a common practice within a response of a single activity. 
7. There is always a grey zone, partially true. 
8. no - some term are very general as explained earlier 
9. This is beyond on evaluating as true or false? Based on context/ organisational resources, etc. some of them can not be applicable 
10. This is a challenge. It depends on the individual organization  who are testing and how they are monitoring/measuring indicators. 
11. Yes they are verifiable, but not always as true or false; because there are many situations where one action could be consider as the best solution for the time being but still could have   

negatives consequences (for example, for the environment) or not being sustainable. 
12. For the most part they can, provided agencies set SMART indicators against the statements   to enable compliance to be measured objectively. 
13. I am not sure all of the requirements are fully verifiable. For example, 1.6. - informing communities of what the NGO is committing to do, by when and with whom - this could be difficult 

to prove as true or false as it may be embedded in the day to day conversations field staff have with community members, rather than a one off well documented community awareness 
event. Other requirements related to organisational policies and procedures are much more verifiable as it involves the presence of a policy or a regular process. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. Documentation of effort being made to reach the Standards. Document review. Self-reporting may be an easier entry-point for this. 
2. Peer review with occasional external auditing 
3. Project management systems, needs assessment templates, to organisational policies and manuals. 
4. A combination of documents, policies, systems, interviews 
5. Code of conduct, protection policy, focus groups report with beneficiaries/stakeholders, Naba'a internal procedures, best practices and lesson learned. 
6. Board meeting minutes, MoMs, open policy attendance on the boar meetings,  written permissions are provided from families, etc. 
7. Response time after a disaster 
8. All stakeholders are aware of the organization and its mandate.  Stakeholders engagement in needs assessment 
9. At minimum some verification at community level that we comply with the commitment 
10. Policy but also evidence of application - and in more than one location within a response. Difficult to do in a big organisation where programmes are not homogenous within a response 

or between responses. 
11. M&E guidelines,PQE (project quality and effectiveness) guidelines. 
12. Community led assessments, social audit reports, evaluation reports, baseline and endlines, case studies showing impact, video coverage, media clippings 
13. Standard assessment tools, active participation of communities, feedback mechanisms 
1. Documentation based evidences - assessment reports, beneficiary service delivery tracking, policies, beneficiary accountability tools 2. Field verification 
14. Beneficiary satisfaction survey report 
15. Reports, feedback mechanism, review and planning meetings, pictures, log sheets. 
16. Information/data sets generated within the project can help, but rigour in establishing credibility of data sets, having a predecided theory of change is pivot to the base of a response. An 

impact evaluation based on the same can provide evidence. 
17. Each statement/requirement should have a line to write the means of verification 
18. Board meeting minutes, MoMs, open policy attendance on the boar meetings,  written permissions are provided from families, etc. 
19. Policies and other documents 
20. Reports, Legal papers of the organization, HR policies, Job offered and Job Responsibilities, appointment letter, Photographs, Proposals of Projects, Budget sheet 
21. Community level social audits, peer reviews etc 
22. The best evidence is that the beneficiaries do not need any more humanitarian aid or at least reduce their dependency on it. 
23. This is a SIGNIFICANT piece of work. Each agency should be able to define what its minimum and ideal compliance levels should be 
24. The beneficiary is the best evidence along with the endorsement from village committee and local Govt. 
25. Assessment Report, Case studies & Field verifications 
26. 1.1: context analysis documents inc stakeholder mapping  1.2: Needs assessment documents, proposal documents   1.3: Programme reports with disaggregated data  1.4: Referral 

forms completed, project reports  1.5: Evidence of staff training on standards, proposal documents, M&E docs  1.6: Photos of community information meeting(s), consultations, outreach 
visits  1.7: Evidence of programmes running according to schedule- project reports and protocol/decision making documents  1.8: Project reports and/or proposals justifying how the 
project design is informed by past lessons learned, focus group discussion transcripts with project staff  1.9: Unsure of how to provide evidence of impartiality?!  1.10: Project reports 
showing the demographics of beneficiaries reached   1.11: Preparedness plans  1.12: Organisational policy documents  1.13: Organisational policy documents  1.14: Photos/resources 
from staff training sessions 

27. observation 
 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
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Summary: Most testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

1. It would require a very thorough audit of programmatic documents and practices. The burden on organizational staff to pull the evidence together for this would be heavy. 
2. The value of self assessment should not be lost 
3. Yes, but the required evidence of what will be considered for compliance has to be made specific in advance. 
4. No, because it is subjective. What is the appropriate level of consultation for example? What is realistic in a given context? Third parties should be able to verify compliance, against 

SMART indicators set by the agency. As it stands it would be quite dangerous to evaluate agencies based on subjective statements where different individuals will have different 
interpretations of what is appropriate or sufficient. 

5. This verification depends on multiple factors i.e. donors' preference, ground situation and access to the field areas, poor security situation and overall quality of reporting the by the 
humanitarian agencies. Complaints logs and beneficiaries feedback will also help in taking a decision of 3rd party verification is required or not. 

6. Yes they could verify the majority of the requirements straightforwardly but others may be more difficult (i.e. 1.9, 1.7) 
 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 

1. Yes it is with minor additions related to addressing issues of children 
2. By and large, it is consistent with the Save the Children quality framework currently under development. However, considering the time and effort that is going into developing this 

organization quality framework, it may not be realistic to expect SC to rework its framework in line with the principles as worded or defined herein 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs. 
 

1. Perhaps consider how these standards would look if we empowered communities to the point where they may initiate, design and manage responses themselves.  These standards see 
the organisation as the agent of change, rather than the community. Buy in of as many agencies (NGO, INGO, UN) as possible will support compliance. 

2. Added focus on including beneficiaries 
3. Five years time may well make these standards still ambitious for some organisations, but they are correct. 
4. Working together and through local partners has not been made specific (as it is done in HAP Standard). I prefer the way it is made specific with HAP that all Benchmarks also need to 

be addressed by local partners when you work with or through them. 
5. Yes it will,but then after 5 years there will be need to revise it to accommodate any changes that might arise within the society. 
6. The way climate is changing, it will hard to predict that standards will be relevant for next 5 years. We need to keep the standards dynamic and keep on unpacking the general terms. 
7. 1. Capacity building of the humanitarian staff on protection issues and reporting mechanism.                 2. Disseminating the essence of the standards among the affected communities 

to demand for effective, timely and appropriate response. 
8. Keeping in mind disasters history in Pakistan and numerous ground circumstances might present a situation where we need to re-examine the standards. The standard will remain 

applicable due to the fact that it is focusing on the disaster situations where humanitarian actors have extend humanitarian assistance to the affected families with dignity. But we need 
to keep the document alive in order to modify in the changing circumstances. 

9. To enhance sustainability we need to increase practice not just in INGOs but the local ones, whose exposure to such standards is minimal and probably not reflected in thier DRR & 
emergency response policies. 

10. The principles are broad enough to be applicable in 5 years. However, the extend to which they are applicable in specific contexts and therefore the sustainability of their implementation 
is questionable. For example, the standards will be very difficult to apply in areas where access is limited, something that it's becoming more and more common in humanitarian 
emergencies. 

 

 

 

a. Commitment 2: Strengthening local capacities and avoiding negative effects   
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Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 

 

          

 

Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users think the Standard is easy to use, but there are some issues to be addressed. 

1. Yes.But there are terms which need to be clarified like resilient, empowered and less vulnerable terms and it should be from  community perspective 
2. YES, except 2.2 and 2.4 - generally recovery projects are short term and  each time newer areas are affected, it is hard to find any existing preparedness plan. Similarly exit strategies 

are not very clearly defined in  recovery projects. 
3. Not always. Sometimes the beneficiaries’ organizations and authorities have different interests and it makes it difficult to reach an agreement about their objectives or goals. 
4. It is not easy for each and every context due to requirement to lack of capacity to understand and apply “do no harm” framework. 
5. This one is challenging, in terms of the accessibility of the data and evidence that these requirements need in order to be applied. 
6. It is clear. I'm not sure it is actually easy to use. It will need guidance and breaking down with practical examples. It  would be clearer if 'the project' was used rather than 'programmes' 

which make it feel more generic and less applicable at staff level. 
7. No, since crisis affected communities are in a state of resistant psychology by default. Thus they can be empowered by the cooperation of various disciplines. 
8. The commitment is very general and not practical to measure. 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: The majority of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. It is not easy to learn but is relatively clear for sharing - for each standard to have a 'catchier' paraphrase might help - e.g. 'do no harm'. with others. 
2. Difficulty with 2.6 

 

RELEVANCE:  
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree that it satisfies their needs 
 

1. Access to information and two way communication is not  sufficiently emphasised in these commitments. It is evident only when you look at the detailed guidance.. 
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2. YES it does: Apart from sub-item 2.2 and 2.9 that still need to be more cleared for example item 2.2 would include vulnerability assessment instead of risk assessments  and "personal 
information" mentioned in 2.9 is not well understood . 

3. It's, again, good guidance on things to think about, but the complexity of these sub-points is limiting in terms of helpful standards to follow. 
4. Ref. 2.3 - local leadership may or may be appropriate to work through or build upon.  This may create issues for neutrality etc. 
5. It sets a standard ideally to reach but not very practical. 

 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context, although there are some concerns. 
 

1. To some extent- though for organizations that may not be present in communities prior to an emergency event, much of this commitment would be difficult to comply with, purely 
because of limited knowledge of local strengths and capacities and limited data on community preparedness plans, etc. 

2. We do little humanitarian in this region but it is relevant for most  types of programming. 
3. YES, except 2.2 which may not be relevant all the times 
4. The relevance of the standard and principle is probably most apparent in natural disaster contexts. In conflict /displacement contexts the  resilience aspect is more difficult to define. 

What does resilience mean in a context where refugees are not allowed to work? where host communities face structural unemployment? 
5. In many cases the focus of the projects is defined by the views and interests of the international community, but does not take into account motivation, interests and will of the local 

authorities, reducing the intervention’s relevance. 
 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate? 
 

Summary: All of testers feel that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Most of the testers feel the language is simple enough, others feel it still needs to be simplified. 

1. too much jargon not specific enough (resilience = better able to withstand future disaster; empowerment = better able to engage with a wide range of actors to achieve positive 
outcomes 
 

 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate, there are some recommendations.  
 

1. The sub-points are less like each other than in other commitments - there seems to be more of a spread in terms of what this commitment covers. 
2. There are some confusion on organizational & field  sides applications.  -  
3. A few jargon issues that need unpacking 
4. The standards materials should also be made available in local languages so that frontline humanitarian actors and community can access it as a guiding toolin li 
5. The language here is "buzz word" heavy - building local capacities,resilience, exit strategy, strengthening local capacities - are all    understood by aid workers, but everyone has a 

different understanding of them. To non aid workers these are vague concepts or catch phrases that do not mean much 
6. Complicated indicators used in 2.4,2.6 and 2.8 

 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Emphasis on gender and explanation on community is missing 
2. Generally yes, but as mentioned, it relies heavily on development speak which different organizations and people will understand differently. 
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3. Yes: The element of community empowerment through trainings and exposure together with staff capacity building are a bit silent . This should come out clearly in this standard as this 
is important for building a  more resilient community.  Also Baki staff identified the need for on-going information  sharing as a way to empower communities. 

4. *Endeavor to use existing evidence/data to inform programming *Relevant staff keep abreast of research and learning within their areas of expertise/within humanitarian profession to 
apply to programming and response activities. 

5. resilience and empowerment are all things to all people 
6. 2.6 could reference other vulnerabilities - age, HIV, 
7. working with partners to strength their capacity to be accountable to DAPs 
8. 2.9 - this could be expanded along the lines of ensuring no  action by the humanitarian actor puts affected people at risk (whether due to  use of personal data, communications work, 

engagement with design etc.) 
 
 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. this section will need to reference UN and humanitarian reform 
2. Footnotes and hyperlinks 
3. 5.4 and 5.5 - there is reference to stakeholder mapping earlier in the commitments.  Can we cross reference some how? 
4. By adding foot notes at the bottom of the commitment for reference and for easiness of the user 
5. By using same terminology 
6. Link the standard with others through a website. 

 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are divided in terms of the achievability of the requirement due to several constrainst, they mostly disagree. 
 

1. It is achievable under very specific conditions: community preparedness plans in place, local leaders and organizations are in a position to be first responders, the local economy is able 
to absorb  appropriate programming, etc. This requires being abreast of industry standards and evidence bases. 

2. It may be difficult to achieve becasue first response NGOs tend not to invest much effort in training in the 1st phase of an emergency 
3. No - not always but it is best practice. Sometimes there will be competing imperatives and not all  standards will be applicable in all situations or might conflict with each other - e.g. local 

leadership as first responders might not be appropriate where there are ethnic issues as captured under 2.6. However, it is useful to set these out as standards to be working towards.. 
4. Replace enable by encourage in 2.3 
5. Currently it is not achievable, because of gaps like training and capacity building  among the staff who are implementing humanitarian assistance 
6. But indicators must be set to test quality and accountability 
7. Not all including 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 
8. In some cases it’s challenging to Ensures that staff have adequate technical capacity, experience, if strengthening local capacities and avoiding negative effects 
9. Yes. The target is achievable by strengthening local capacities and avoiding negative effects. 
10. There is no "level" set - as there are no SMART indicators.  These are more  statements of principles to strive for. 
11. In many cases it isn’t. Training does not imply changing the attitudes and therefore we cannot guarantee sustainability of interventions. 
12. Partly Yes: However in some contexts implementing the requirements like using local capacities as first responders may prove hard in emergency responses where the aim is to save 

lives. 
 
 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel it is clear 
 

1. Each of them is clear. 2.8 related with staff capacity can be considered under staff capacity and support chapter. 
2. Other are clear but item 2.2 and 2.9 were not very clear to testing team. Clarity on the how some one can use results of a community hazard  and preparedness plan to guide activities; 

and  more clarity on "personal Information mentioned in 2.9. 
 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
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Summary: Tester’s opinions are divided.  
 

1. No - several of them are 'grey' not binary. e.g. 2.1. will be a matter of interpretation. 
2. 2.1 could be tricky; 2.2 - what if there are no existing hazard or risk assessments to guide activities? 2.6 - would you want all measured? 
3. not verifiable, how to measure that our programmes strenghten community resilience? Could be the effect of other organisation's programmes. 
4. It feels less practical than HAP and more open to varied interpretations, not clear  it is precise enough to be verifiable 
5. YES except 2.3 
6. To an extent, however resilience is a grey area. What is true or false will be very different to different people.   What is building local capacities for example? 
7. The verification of the standard should be in the medium and longer term, that evaluation is not frequently  performed on humanitarian projects 
8. Although the set of standards are very much comprehensive, there could be constraints and limitations to verify the “do no harm” approach. 
9. Yes they are verifiable apart from 2.2 and 2.9. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. Monitoring and evaluation reports from within the organisation and also from our partners 
2. Case studies, needs assessment report, programme report, shared learning, lesson learnt exercise 
3. local staff hiring, existing community hazard-risk plan, village committee list, exit  strategy, program design, security  report and protocols 
4. Good quality impact study by third party. 
5. Muster roll, check lists, village meeting minutes,  training reports 
6. This is a significant body of work to develop. With such a "grey area" subject, compliance and target s should be set by agencies individually . 
7. An assessment to the medium- or longer-term sustainability of the intervention and update of the humanitarian situation. 
8. interview and FGD 
9. County Steering Group minutes, training reports 
10. Documented evidence of community involvement through PRA on all stages of  project implementation. Available evidence include: minutes of meetings with communities, photographic 

evidence , joint assessment mission reports among other things. 
11. End of project reports, evaluation reports and lessons learnt reports highlighted that we work with Local Committees and communities volunteers in coordination, planning, design and 

implementation. 
12. peer review, periodic outside audit 
13. should these not be suggestions rather than prescriptive in terms of compliance. This would be difficult for 2.1, 2.3, 2.5  . 2.2, 2.4 and 2.6 - 9 lend themselves better to straight forward 

evidencing. 
 
 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: Most testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

1. Not all, some you can check compliance, others are more difficult such as effect on local economy. 
2. No - there are no indicators and the definition and understanding of key concepts  will differ from person to person and agency to agency.  Buidling local capacity can mean very 

different things to Plan International or to MSF for example 
 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs. 
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1. Yes, of course because this standard is base and that the organization is empowering and strengthening the local communities and this is  can't be limited by specific time, also the 
organization can enhance and improve this standard through following up it's achievements . 

2. Will be even more important as southern capacity is strengthened. 
3. Yes, on going process for next 5 years- may be more 
4. Yes: But plans should be put in place to review the relevance and applicability after every five years. 

 

 

 

Commitment 3: Communication and participation  

 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 
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Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users think the Standard is easy to use.  

1. Yes, this one was particularly clear. 
2. No its over worked and is unclear. Why are communication, participation and grievance/feedback procedures separated out in this way?  Shouldn’t the standard be about accountability 

to affected communities and the indicators cover communication, participation and complaints and feedback mechanisms? 
3. 3.2 is not easy to use as 2 way communication channel is being established with the communities while with others , local institutions and other organization and authorities, in almost all 

cases it is one way 
4. The statements are a bit long and therefore somehow difficult to comprehend 
5. Yes - Except as 3.2 speaks of two way communication 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: The majority of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. Yes , but again the need to build the capacities of communities to  actively participate in decision making . 
2. 3.2 - in crisis time, when the response is short to medium term, establishment of communication channels as suggested in this commitment, seems not usable 
3. A bit difficult due to the long sentences 
4. Yes - More clarification on 3.2.only like for immediate and intermediate humanitarian support 

 

RELEVANCE:  
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers think the standard satisfies their needs. 
 

1. CHS covers the topic in much greater detail than DEC-AF which is more succinct. 
2. It doesn't speak enough of a culture of partnership with affected communities, whereby we are supporting their recovery and engaging them  throughout - this currently reads as  if they 

have little agency 
3. To some extent- but many points like media linkage, convergence with government departments are missing 
4. 3.2 -In most cases, organization's focus remains on establishing  2 way communication channel with the communities only. 
5. Yes - 3.2 can be of Alternate communication channel 

 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
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Summary: The majority of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context 
 

1. Yes, for 3.2 - we focus more on community, although we inform other key stakeholders but level of engagement and communication is limited and need based 
2. Yes - Except 3.2 
3. Very much relevant to a fragile context:  

 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate?) 
 

Summary: All testers think that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Most of the testers feel the language is simple enough, others feel it still needs to be simplified. 
 

1. 3.2 should be simplified. 3.3 should clarify that the communities provided with relevant project related information, its deliverables rather than saying sharing information on 
organization's all program and deliverables. To specify, it could say, relevant staff  introduce his/her agency, project objectives and deliverables, time frame and contact information for  
any feedback or complains 

2. Yes would prefer shorter sentences. Or a bullet headline 
3. If the standard needs to be accessible to non-humanitarian professionals some lingo may need to be simplified (e.g. project cycle) 
4. 3.2 & 3.3 may be further simplified 
5. Its Simple. 
6. 3.1 is clunky with 'and listen to' in parenthesis. 
7. No, it has been overcomplicated and can be simplified for better understanding. 
8. No - could be improved to be simpler 
9. it is not simple enough for field staff 

 
 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate, those who don’t haven’t offered suggestions. 
 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Mechanism of collection of best practices 
2. What is missing is communication with and participation of other stakeholders, like government who are key in provision of succor; to ensure our interventions are complementary. 
3. The issue of timeliness is only address very vaguely addressed in 1.7.  Similarly, how "effectiveness" is dealt with through the statements is not  always clear. The statements seem to 

focus on the appropriate nature of assistance rather than the operational aspects of timeliness and effectiveness . The standard seems to be very focussed on beneficiary selection, how 
this will achieve effectiveness and timeliness is unclear. 

4. The term entitlements could expanded mentioned in brackets. 
5. The team and stakeholders consulted acknowledged that most information sharing issues have been identified and well-structured in the standard. However, the aspect of consulting 

communities on the most appropriate mechanisms to share and receive information has not been included. Unlike other standards where consultation is much stressed, standard 3 is 
silent on this. 

6. Right now the standard describes communicating to the affected communities and listening to them, but sub-points 3.6 and 3.7 could be more explicit about taking action based on input 
and feedback, rather than just "listening" or "taking into account" or "encouraging feedback", all of which are relatively passive. 

7. Seems to be making things overly complicated by separating out all the aspects of accountability 
8. The standard in this section is missing the idea of partnerships with affected communities.  This section speaks to participation in OUR work, not our engagement in THEIR recovery.  
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Also, standard 3.6 speaks to asking for feedback from communities but it needs to also make reference to USING this feedback data in programme management and also responding to 
feedback appropriately and in a timely manner. 

 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. There is a lot of overlap between all of the standards, citing or cross-referencing topics  or giving examples of where the efforts to comply with one commitment can also benefit another 
commitment - ie: using monitoring and learning systems to facilitate feedback mechanisms from communities, etc. 

2. Footnotes and hyperlinks 
3. by having a quick reference guide 
4. By inserting citations where the standards have similarities. 
5. we need to prepare a supporting document for each standard  which should contain the best practices of different organizations in different disasters 
6. By using same terminology 
7. would be ideal if we can add foot notes at the bottom of the sheet for reference and for ease of the user 
8. I thnk 3.7 could be a repetition of the content of Standard 4 (Addressing Grievance). 3.6 links well to the effective programming standard. Also I think 3.5 fits much better into Standard 1 

around effective programming, as it focuses on representation of vulnerable groups not communication. 
 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are divided in terms of the achievability of the requirement. 
 

1. The targets are achievable if the staff are adequately trained and well facilitated. There is also need to capacity build all the stake holders 
2. Standard 3, commitment 3.1 is not verifiable. 3.3 does not seem to be verifiable as it stands (has too many components) 
3. In situations of armed conflicts and cultural barriers  application of some of the  requirements  have to be compromised and difficult to achieve. 
4. Yes, if donor is flexible to the changing needs of the people 
5. 3.1 & 3.3 may not be verifiable. 
6. The target is sound but the verifiability not. Too much detail 
7. The level is high to aim at, it is not always achievable 

 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel it is clear 
 

1. Intent clear - means of expression poor 
2. Yes, although on code of behaviour, would encourage to share the intent  as it relate s to conduct with communities and rights of poor and disadvantaged people. 
3. Yes, but some of the language could be made more compelling.  For instance, make the case for why information sharing is critical then state the expectation. 
4. some terms are generic which needs further sub-classification 
5. YES - 3.8 to 3.12; 3.2 - intent is not clear on why 2 way communication channel is needed with other organizations and  local institutions 
6. Yes - except 3.2 

 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: Tester’s opinions are divided.. 
 

1. 3.8 - difficult to verify the culture 
2. It’s quite difficult to verify or prove if  the organizations have achieved this standard, because not everyone in the communities has  the same idea about the project and also their 

perception might have change with time. project started. 
3. Yes, provided that each agency sets its SMART indicators against each statement.  As it stands it is  subjective. 
4. 3.8 would be difficult 
5. I think 3.1 is tricky - it could be difficult to verify this as it is about how field staff communicate with and LISTEN TO communities on a daily basis. How can this be measured effectively?! 
6. 3.7 evidence of 'encouragement' would be difficult; 3.6 composite, would you want evidence from all parts of the project cycle? 3.9 use of 'adequate' is problematic 
7. Not 3.8 - how do you verify that a culture exists? Not 3.9 - how do you verify a response that applies to all staff? 
8. Requirement 3.8: difficult to verify, but useful to keep the word culture. 
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What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. Programme documentation relating to the involvemnt of community representatives, community structures and individuals in pro0gramme design and implementation 
2. Documentation of community opinions and feedback during needs assessments, monitoring visits, evaluations and complaints record list or database, organisation policies and 

guidelines, etc 
3. Focus group discussions and surveys with communities. 
4. Board meeting minutes, MoMs, open policy attendance on the boar meetings,  written permissions are provided from families, etc. 
5. Personal interview with the beneficiaries 
6. AAIK policies like communication policies, sexual harrassment policies 
7. assessment, KAP Study, case studies, media clippings, reports, 
8. Confidentiality, participation of both parties, provision of adequate information 
9. SOPs, IEC materials, meeting minutes, field visit reports, community resolutions, pictures 
10. Satisfaction survey, group discussions should be held to monitor this. However, information/data would be qualitative 
11. There ought to be a column for means of verification against each requirement 
12. Case studies, reports along with pictures and documentation can be the evidences of compliance as per requirement. 
13. Documentation at organization level, Resolution Book to capture all discussion agenda with the communities 
14. 3.1: Not sure - too vague, 3.2: Evidence of 2 way communication channels, 3.2: Information materials, 3.4: Communcation materials. 3.5: X, 3.6: Evidence of involvement of 

communities in proj design, monitoring etc - photos, case studies, 3.7: Evidence of feedback mechanisms; 3.8@ Interviews with staff re organisational culture. 
 
 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party, while others have some concerns. 
 

1. No, because it is subjective. What is the appropriate level of consultation for example? What is realistic in a given context? Third parties should be able to verify compliance, against 
SMART indicators set by the agency. As it stands it would be quite dangerous to evaluate agencies based on subjective statements where different individuals will have different 
interpretations of what is appropriate or sufficient. 

2. Most of them - 3.1 I am still unsure about how evidence of compliance can be shown 
3. YES: But standard indicators should be developed for each sub-item. The team suggested that such consultants can use such indicators to monitor and report compliance. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs. 
 

1. Definitely need to review to ensure it is relevant to changing trends . continuous education help in order to enhance sustainability. 
2. The team anticipates that the standard will remain relevant for the coming 10-15 years. But they suggested CHS to have periodic reviews to update it based on the needs and situations. 
3. Yes - enhance sustainability by adding new and innovative practices in communication with affected communities , and a sub-point that addresses using existing communication and 

feedback platforms to facilitate these requirements, rather than building parallel systems. 
4. Depends on direction of sector.  If communities become more and more empowered (particularly through rise of global remittances, social media, etc.) the standard might need to 

become more ambitious in the future 
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Commitment 4: Addressing grievances  

 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 

 

Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users think the Standard is easy to use, but some have concerns. 

1. My observation is that standards 3 and 4 relate to NGOs’ need to be accountable to the communities/people they seek to assist.   The separating out of all these elements of 
accountability makes the commitments rather prone to tautology, cumbersome and ineffective in reinforcing the standard.  Would it not be possible to have a commitment that says:  
“NGOs have a primary responsibility to their stakeholders (affected communities, if preferred)  for the programmes they deliver and will make themselves answerable to these 
stakeholders for all aspects of the delivery of their assistance programme” indicators about participation, communication, inclusion of vulnerable groups, feedback and grievance 
procedures would then support this standard 

2. Yes - it needs diagrams to help explain the component parts and how the process might flow (particularly around escalation of grievances) 
3. The complaint mechanism is there but there is need to continuously educate the local communities on its use . 
4. Yes 
5. 4.9 - not easy to use 
6. Requirement:4.8 Is too long and therefore difficult ti understand 
7. Yes - Except -4.9 as we need to bring the scope to the community rather then  referring to party as  it may lead to some other consequences 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: All of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

RELEVANCE:  
 
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel that it is appropriate. 
 

1. CHS covers the topic in much greater detail than DEC. We cover off 9 different CHS  in one DEC Way of Working [3.4] 
2. Yes - but it doesn't make reference to complaints from staff (who can often be a critical voice for malpractice of colleagues) 
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3. we need to specify the tools for transparency like  social audits, transparency, and so on boards 
 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context, except 4.8 and 4.9. 
 

1. YES except 4.8 (b) 
2. Yes - Need to see 4.8 (b) & 4.9 

 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate? 
 

Summary: The majority of testers feel that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

1. YES except 4.9, 
2. Yes, but we don’t have a systematic mechanism to apply that standard in every context. 
3. Yes - Except 4.9 

 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Most of the testers feel the language is simple enough, others feel it still needs to be simplified. 
 

1. Yes, though "complaints mechanism" is a complicated system that may benefit from more explanation, including examples of what a good one includes. 
2. 4.8 cluncky. Would read better if you put staff in before communities and people affected by crisis. 
3. No - could be simpler and diagram would help. Standards 4.3 and 4.4 make reference to communication but not to whom 
4. not simple enough for field staff, for management yes 
5. It is suggested to use the word feedback mechanism in place of  complaint mechanism. 4. 8  (e), define past (within the project timeline or prior to the  project) 
6. Yes would prefer shorter sentences 
7. 4.8 is very dense, however it is the only statement that defines in more detail how one can measure its' organization's compliance. 
8. 4.9 & 4.8 (B) & (E) may be further simplified 

 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate, there are some recommendations.  
 

1. 4.9 is not clear 
 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Staff awareness of how to fast track allegations or how to make referrals to relevant agencies. Staff awareness of codes of conduct, etc.- leadership can define the expectations, but it 
would be helpful to add a sub-point about ensuring those expectations are operationalized and made known to all relevant staff. 

2. Reference to complaints from staff. Reference to ensuring excluded/marginalised groups are consulted and reached by mechanisms 
1. Complain handling process, fast tracking allegations and evaluation mechanism of past and current complaints 
2. It seems that the standard focuses on "relevant staff" ensuring that evidence  gathering, monitoring, evaluation and learning takes place. SHouldn't there be something about 

organizations having systems that enable/guide staff to undertake these pieces of work? 
3. Sub-item 4.9 lacks one crucial word i.e. “safely transferred”. We have to ensure that referrals are done in safe and secure environment to avoid victimization and retaliation . 
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How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. By inserting citations where the standards have similarities. 
2. we need to prepare a supporting document for each standard  which should contain the best practices of different organizations in different disasters 
3. hyperlink relevant sections to the related points/topics 
4. BY USING SAME TERMINOLOGY 
5. would be ideal if we can add foot notes at the bottom of the sheet for reference and for ease of the user 
6. Developing framework of Fast-tracking mechanism, complain handling process and evaluation of past  & current complaints 
7. by having a quick reference guide 

 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the targets are achievable  
 

1. Yes, though they are deceptively complicated requirements. May be helpful to break down some of the large systems mentioned into smaller parts. 
2. 4.1 probably unnecessary as long as 4.2 is in place. 
3. Yes but it would be difficult to achieve Requirement 4.9 in case we don't have some sort of understandings  with  relevant party . 

 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel it is clear 
 

1. Does the standard clarify what does mean by a safe, accessible and responsive complaints mechanism? To our knowledge it does not 
2. 4.9 is not clear 
3. 4.8 clunky 
4. Could be strengthened, particularly around the 'do no harm' messaging 
5. Yes, but don't focus too much on an official complaints procedure. When complaints are welcomed and dealt with in an informal manner, is even better. 

 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers agee. 
 

1. Organisation culture is difficult to evidence but policy and practice could be demonstrated. 4.4 would be difficult to measure satisfactorily.  4.8 is composite; what level of  evidence would 
you expect? Something for all elements a - d? 

2. Yes apart from the one that references a culture existing 
3. 4.6 culture is difficult to verify 
4. no unless we give targets/milestones 
5. No, organisation culture, 4.9 are not perfectly verifiable 
6. CHS team comes up with measures (indicators) to hold actors accountable. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. AAIK policies like communication policies, sexual harrassment policies 
2. assessment, KAP Study, case studies, media clippings, reports,social audit reports 
3. Confidentiality, participation and information sharing 
4. Documentation and reports 
5. Complaint boxes, complaint forms, log sheets, trend and analysis reports, IEC mateial. 
6. Built into M&E, it can be reviewed periodically. 
7. There ought to be a column for means of verification against each requirement 
8. Community based  responsive complaint mechanism and grievance 
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9. Complaint forms, handling issues forms, letters, complaint box, register, complaint handling mechanism policy are the evidences that can be used for compliance. 
10. Functional Community Help Desks, Presence of suggestion boxes located at areas where community members can easily access them, use of portable suggestion boxes during 

community meetings, 
11. Complaint response mechanism 
12. Personal interview 
13. Log book with records of complaints taken down and how they have been dealt with. 

 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: Most testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

1. No, because it is subjective. What is the appropriate level of consultation for example? What is realistic in a given context? Third parties should be able to verify compliance, against 
SMART indicators set by the agency. As it stands it would be quite dangerous to evaluate agencies based on subjective statements where different individuals will have different 
interpretations of what is appropriate or sufficient. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 

1. By and large, it is consistent with the Save the Children quality framework currently under development. However, considering the time and effort that is going into developing this 
organization quality framework, it may not be realistic to expect SC to rework its framework in line with the principles as worded or defined herein 

 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs. 
 

1. Yes.  But in reality, before long most complaints will be online and public (twitter, facebook etc.) from affected communities and we need to have the standard for this media as well. 
 

 

 

Commitment 5: Coordination, complementarity and partnership  

 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 
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Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 

   

Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users have comments about the ease of use. 

1. Clarify what is meant by partnership? Is this the local NGO Partnership? Also suggest specifying that the communities play a role in the  in the coordinated response and that is agreed  
through their active dialogue 

2. Not always. The double figure of Humanitarian and Resident Coordinator for some UN Agencies like UNICEF, instead of facilitating coordination and complementarity, promotes 
overlapping and prioritization of one of the agendas. 

3. It is easy to use. However standard no.5.9.a can be come up under commitment no. 7 – capacity building 
4. Yes: This standard was the most understood and exiting to the local administration engaged in the testing. 
5. Yes 
6. No explicit mention of understanding the power dynamics of the context that NGOs are operating in - only mapping actors,etc.  Nothing in the standard refers to partnership 
7. This section is less clear than section 2. It is not clear what is meant by 'partner'. 5.2 is huge and I'm not sure it is appropriate to aim to 'provide a full range of humanitarian services'  - I 

don't think we would aim to do that -  presumably it is meant as collectively by the humanitarian community. 5.1 should also refer to not compromising humanitarian principles -   it would 
not be appropriate in OPT or Syria for instance. 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 need some work to not overlap/duplicate but unpack clearly. Overall, there needs to be more clarity on what is a 
collective responsibility, what is an individual agency responsibility. 

8. We already work through partners, but should point out that this may be difficult to implement, as many partners often feel excluded from coordination meetings, particularly in large 
scale, rapid onset emergencies.  We do what we can to improve this, but need to encourage others to do so too. 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: All of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. Yes, it's easy to learn and share because the organization shared this standard during the implementation of work in the previous period and found it applicable and flexible with the 
local community. 
 

RELEVANCE:  
 
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree, others have concerns. 
 

1. It provides principles of cooperation that are valuable. However, to some agencies  this standard could be controversial as there intervention model relies on full independence from the 
broader humanitarian system 

2. Yes, but coordinated and articulated activities involves a series of commitments that not all agencies are willing to comply, very often the dispute over the funds becomes more important 
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than the impacto on beneficiaries. 
3. Yes it does satisfy, however commitments up to 5th in CHS set, haven’t mentioned and defined the ‘partner’ as a stakeholder. Commitment towards supporting the partner organization 

can be included in each commitment chapter or vis-a-versa   
4. very general, not practical. In the end: who is responsible for a coordinated, complementary assistance by NGO's? Shared responsibility, but then all NGO's must have the commitment 

to work together. 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: All of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context. 
 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate? 
 
Summary: All testers agree that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

1. 5.2 - SC is committed to coordination but other humanitarian actors aren't always.  Do we risk excluding agencies in this commitment?  5.6 - what do we mean by 'support' to partners?  
(training? resources?) 
 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Most of the testers feel the language is simple enough, others feel it still needs to be simplified (there are no specific suggestions). 
 
 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: All (except one) of the testers think the format is adequate (there are no specific suggestions). 
 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Yes by and large. But as mentioned above, for a number of agencies, the appropriate level of coordination may be much lower than the one highlighted in the principle. It may be worth 
to highlight agency independence in decision making herein. The supposed strengthening of coordination mechanism through the cluster system has led to a increase in humanitarian 
bureaucracy and the of the cost of doing business while limiting agency agility... A right balance needs to be struck. 

2. Both standards are based on some ideals that are not always achievable or executable 
3. Yes, though it would perhaps be better to make this particular commitment more focused on effort rather than "ensuring", since much of this requires the participation and engagement 

of other humanitarian actors. 
4. DEC's 3.5 
5. 5.7 - can this be about decent ongoing communication with stakeholders and not specifically about letting them know about issues (too specific).  Also do we mean all stakeholders here 

(which can mean pretty much anyone connected to the programme) or partners? 
 
 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. this section will need to reference UN and humanitarian reform 
2. Footnotes and hyperlinks 
3. The CHS does not include a strong reference currently to the broader intervention of exploitation/abuse of power as the emphasis is on complaint mechanism. 
4. By adding foot notes at the bottom of the commitment for reference and for easiness of the user 
5. By using same terminology 
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VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are mostly negative in terms of the achievability of this requirement.  
 

1. Currently it is not achievable, because of gaps like training and capacity building  among the staff who are implementing humanitarian assistance 
2. Not fully at this stage. 
3. External coordination with Govt. is always a challenge 
4. There are no targets or SMART indicators. 
5. In many cases it isn’t, the simple exchange of information does not imply coordination or complementarity 
6. Achievable, except 5.1 might remains subjective and standard might include statement such as “where applicable and appropriate.” 
7. It is if we focus on the effort to make these things happen, rather than them actually  happening "Ensure complementarity of humanitarian action with that of national and local 

authorities" - for many reasons, any one organization may not be able to "ensure" this happens, but may be able to work towards this. 
8. No not yet 
9. No - 5.2 - participate is achievable, aim to provide a full rage of services is not. 5.4 and 5.5 are also  not always going to be achievable - also should every agency do stakeholder 

analysis or should this be done collectively through coorindation forums - I think it aspirational for every agency to do it. 
10. 5.1 - could be a huge job to cover this off with evidence. 

 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: Most testers feel it is clear, while some have concerns. 
 

1. No - 5.6 is unclear. Who is meant by 'partners' is unclear. 5.4 and 5.5 are probably one point. 
2. Complementarity?  It's not in the English dictionary! 
3. 5.1 - No as too broad; 
4. 5.4 - this commitment is not clear as it reads currently, in terms of intent.  Can 5.5 and 5.4 be combined? 
5. Yes, but it is very open to interpretation 
6. 5.4 overlaps with 1.1. ; 5.9.a can be under staff capacity and support to refine the document. 

 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: Tester’s opinions are divided, but the majority disagree the requirements are verifiable. 
 

1. No - they are variable and more or less subjective. 
2. 5.3 - 'necessary' and 'appropriate' are not verifiable. 5.9 composite; would you require a - c to be verified? 
3. difficult to demonstrate as we as actor are interdependent of other organisations , partners and governments to take their responsibility in working together. 
4. yes 
5. NOt always, coordination indicators are not always quantifiable.  
6. To an extent, but there are no indicators, so how do we define compliance? For example what level of information sharing is OK? What is confidential for some agencies may not be for 

others. The question of the competition over funding in the sector is not really taken into account. 
7. There isn’t an evaluation and systematic monitoring for this standard. Compliance of this standard is not guaranteed in the cluster’s action. 
8. 5.1 might be complicated to verify in some contexts. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. Monitoring and evaluation reports from within the organisation and also from our partners 
2. Case studies, needs assessment report, programme report, shared learning, lesson learnt exercise 
3. MOU with partners, meetings reports, minutes report. 
4. This should be left open to individual agencies to decide and measure themselves against. 
5. It is very complex monitoring this standard; the best evidence could be the impact of the interventions, but it’s very complex to establish the specific relationship of an indicator to this 

standard. 
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6. interview and FGD 
7. County Steering Group minutes, training reports 
8. Documented evidence of clear delineation of roles/mandate of organizations in all emergency set ups in a manner that fosters coherence to meets the needs of disaster affected people. 

For instance,  operational updates, minutes of inter-agency coordination meetings, etc 
9. Self-reporting of coordination efforts, documentation of communication efforts. Policy review. 
10. peer review, periodic outside audit 
11. Community and partners surveys.  Translation of key documents, evidence of complaints received and responses, changes to programmes based on feedback. 
12. Provide necessary information to partners, coordination groups and other relevant local actors through appropriate communication channels; Update relevant stakeholders about 

progress, major delays and\or shortages. 
13. Involvement in coordination efforts 

 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: Most testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party, only two testers disagree due to difficulty to document coordination efforts. 
 

1. With some difficulty, since coordination efforts can be difficult to document. 
2. No, there are no indicators. 3rd parties could verify on the basis of standards set by individual agencies for themselves. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: All testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs, but it should be reveiwe periodically 
 

 

 

Commitment 6: Monitoring, learning and continuous improvement 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 
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Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: Most testers think the Standard is easy to use, others have concerns regarding definition of terms and applicability. 

1. Yes, though generally the comments I have for this Commitment are that the points are very broad and are at a much higher level than the points in Commitment 1. 
2. Organisations will review programmes and use findings to improve programme outcomes and staff performance in crisis affected communities. This is a commitment to use monitoring 

and tools like RTEs to improve programmes - organisations have not proved very adept at doing this over the yeras (becasue it's hard to do) 
3. Commitment statement is clear. Some are dependent on others so, e.g. 6.3 could not be achieved without monitoring 6.2. Is it necessary to spell out every step. DEC framework does 

not include a Way of Working that specifies monitoring but does expect the agency to have defined and documented precesses for programme management. 
4. Yes, but some terms might need definition for terms - for instance what does evaluation mean to everyone? 
5. Positive: monitoring and evaluation linked with learning. Whether this requirement is easily applicable remains to be seen. 
6. all except 6.6 (external sharing is limited) and 6.11 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: The majority of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. It is easy to learn, but since Monitoring and Evaluation are often technical areas that many relevant staff are unfamiliar with, it may be helpful to be slightly more specific about what this 
commitment entails. 

7. Yes. I wonder if a picture for each commitment and maybe the same number of sub-points for each one would make them easier to remember. 
8. 6.8 is convoluted and drafting muddled 
 

RELEVANCE:  
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: Most testers agree, others have concerns about it in terms of vagueness of the requirements and external challenges. 
 

1. Partially - the Standard here is very high level and vague, and doesn't give more detailed guidance on what the sub-points can or should look like (ie: "monitor what is being done") 
2. Yes but security situations in inaccessible areas restricts field movements. Sometimes local culture also restricts accessibility to women beneficiaries posing challenges in effective 

monitoring. 
3. Yes - The role of Village Disaster Committee/ committee for taking up humanitarian activities at the community level need to be clarified 
4. I found requirement 6.8 quite vague and difficult to score  due to its lack of specificity. 
5. Instead of " adjust its program" it could be continual improvement in the programs...." 

 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel the Standard is relevant to their context, although there are some concerns about working with  partners and complex contexts. 
 

1. Yes - but we are a partner organisation and any programme issues have to be negotiated with our partners, who may have a different approach to MEAL 
2. It raises questions on how these commitments would be met in highly insecure contexts where we remotely manage programmes 
3. Relevant 
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4. yes. few repititions can be avoided(6.5 and 6.10). 
5. Absolutely but occasionally challenging situations presents such scenarios where humanitarian agencies cannot have effective monitoring mechanisms due to time limitation, access 

issues, security problems and lack of resources. 
6. Yes the standard is relevant to the context - all War Child programmes should involve systematic monitoring, evaluation and learning. Requirement 6.11 can be difficult for us to adhere 

to in the Za'atari context as there are tight restrictions imposed by UNHCR and camp authorities around data collection and research, meaning that it is difficult for us for example to gain 
permission to research and write a report on child protection issues based on our experience in the camp. 

 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate?) 
 
Summary: All testers agree that the Standard is relevant to their area of work.  

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: Testers’ comments are divided on this.  
 

1. The terms used are very broad and can be unpacked in many different ways. 
2. Too simple perhaps 
3. yes, although the definition of crisis may need to be clarified. 
4. Yes. Although, in 6.7, the phrase "systematic monitoring  and evaluation of programmes" is a little vague 
5. Not really - could be simpler or explained differently.  For instance, M&E is not a ubiquitous term for everyone, neither is outcomes. 
6. YES. The standard can be worded little differently - Monitoring, evaluation, accountability and learning (MEAL)  for continuous improvement 
7. 6.1 - 6.6 easy to use 6.7 onwards maybe show difficulty with overseas 
8. I feel that 6.8. is rather vague and would benefit from further elaboration 

 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority (except 3) of the testers think the format is adequate, there are some recommendations.  
 

1. Perhaps fewer standards if possible - 6.6 and 6.11 could be merged for instance 
2. Design of bullet points is not easy to use - the layout of sphere standards was user friendly an easy to identify compare to CHS 

 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. More guidance on what doing this well looks like 
2. Needs editing - for example 2.4 conflates 2 ideas: the evaluation of activities and the reviewing of processes 
3. 6.2 - monitoring should also include feedback from the community as critical data. 
4. 6.3 is same as 1.8 
5. Maybe a standard monitoring tool 
6. In certain contexts the targets and objectives of humanitarian interventions should be established for the longer term, making a specific  difference between immediate emergency and 

sustained emergency. 
7. It seems that the standard focuses on "relevant staff" ensuring that evidence  gathering, monitoring, evaluation and learning takes place. Shouldn't there be something about 

organizations having systems that enable/guide staff to undertake these pieces of work? 
8. Here, standard should reconginze the limitation of local/national organization's inability due to lack of technical, financial and human resources for applying this standard. 

 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. Reference Commitment 1, since feedback and communication with communities can be incorporated into monitoring and learning systems. 
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2. Reference to cross-over and further guidance with 'Good Enough' and 'DAC'? 
3. Footnotes and hyperlinks 
4. Text box with information on and links to the related standards 
5. the same 
6. quick reference guide 

 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are divided in terms of the achievability of the requirement due to several constrainst including context, working with partners and resources.  

1. Yes, but again, the requirements are very broad - and the quality of "achievable" requirements will be varied 
2. Potentially, but some aspects are dependant on the willingness of the partners to engage with communities. 
3. Yes, but in insecure contexts its not really achievable (for instance, evaluations are in some locations pretty impossible), and in the first phase of a major rapid onset crisis. 
4. Can we break down the standards to achievable targets within a  time frame? 
5. I think the level of the target is set a little too high and may not be easily achievable. In humanitarian contexts NGOs operate with competing demands, limited resources and staffing. 

For a small NGO like War Child, it may be difficult to rigorously ensure each and every one of these requirements as the staff also need time to ensure they are actually delivering the 
activities. For example in Za'atari, we simply havent had the staff capacity or time to conduct  systematic and regular analysis of the context, regular stakeholder mapping etc. However 
having this tool with the requirements can still be something we aim to comply with, so we will seek to continually improve! 

 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel it is clear, but there are some suggesitons. 
 

1. Not 6.8 
2. I think this section could make refence to ensuring data is used for programme decision making (evidence informed programming etc.) 
3. I think 6.2 and 6.4 are replications of each other and one should be deleted in favour of another. The wording of 6.4. is clearer for NGO staff in our opinion. Also requirement 6.8 is 

vague. 
4. YES The team suggested that 6.4 could be restated to read "Evaluate Processes, impact, sustainability, cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the intervention to communities and people 

affected by crisis" 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: Most testers agree, other have recommendations.  
 

1. yes - but not everything is about policies and tools. behavior need to be captured, monitored and qualitative info considered. 
2. yes, but it would be useful to have suggestions of levels of verifiable evidence. 
3. 6.5 is composite. We have experienced difficulty where our Ways of Working have more than one element. Would you need to evidence all components of 6.5 for example; Is an impact 

assessment necessary for  every project? Probably not. 
4. Not as true and false but in degrees I am sure 
5. When implementing it is possible to reach a point where planned actions do not fit the standard. Then you would have to choose between accomplishments of the standard or adjust to 

the reality faced in the field. 
 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. Code of conduct, protection policy, focus groups report with beneficiaries/stakeholders, Naba'a internal procedures, best practices and lesson learned. 
2. Evidence of policy, but also practice 
3. Needs to be looked at per sector: humanitarian, development or advocacy. 
4. M&E guidelines,PQE (project quality and effectiveness) guidelines. 
5. Minutes of lessons learnt workshop, inter partner visits, case studies , Community led assessments, social audit reports, evaluation reports, baseline and endlines, video coverage, 

media clippings 
1. Documentation based evidences - assessment reports, beneficiary service delivery tracking, policies, beneficiary accountability tools 2. Field verification 
6. Participatory monitoring report 
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7. Follow up, internal audit and review reports, monitoring reports, case studies 
8. Data sets are evidence, but evidence of learning can only be practice 
9. Each statement/requirement should have a line to write the means of verification 
10. Community Action Plan, Activity Reports related to convergence and workshop at each level and photographs 
11. The evidence must be at the time of the aid but also in the medium and longer terms to ensure that the population, after a while, does not return to the same situation of vulnerability. 
12. Monitoring mechanisms, MEAL process, adjustments made as a result of learning, knowledge management culture of the organization, HAF etc. 
13. 6.1: Proposal documents, 6.2: Monitoring reports - financial and narrative, case studies, 6.3: Donor reports/communications, 6.4: Project monitoring reports, donor reports, 6.5: FGD 

transcripts, community information event photos, 6.6: Learning documents/reports/statements, 6.7: Organisational policies, 6.8: Organisational policies, 6.9: Similar to 6.1, 6.10: 
Examples of materials sared with communities, 6.11: Learning materials published by NGO and shared. 

14. FGD with community 
15. project design,logframe 
16. Monitoring report, end of project, evaluation report, lessons learnt report. 
17. Report, systems in place Review of existing organizational policies and structures in terms of staffing 
18. -Policy documents shared, reports shared, self assessment using tools, periodic compliance audits 

 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: Most testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

1. With requirements written at this level of detail, it would be challenging to know what the threshold would be for verifying compliance.  As it's written, threshold looks to be very low.  
2. yes, but the value of self assessment should not be lost 
3. Yes but you'd have to have access to the affected community to verify this commitment 
4. This is only possible for some of the requirements and not applicable to all 

 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs and it will need to be periodically reviewed. 
 

1. I wonder if it might be useful to note how improved use of ICT might better disseminate learning, through greater use of shared platforms wherever possible? 
2. a number of them yes, but as everything needs to be periodically revisited as we expect changes in contexts, etc. i expect southern partners to be in a different position than no, i expect 

standards being driven by the south or co-driven, i expect less bridge and more direct relations north to south and south to south, so a number of these may not be fully relevant. 
 

 

 

Commitment 7: Staff capacity and support  

 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 
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Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 

   

Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users think the Standard is easy to use, only one testers provided recommendaitons in terms of improvement of the structure. 

1. Contrary to other commitments this set of standards can be more structured. It seems stand-alone when we compare the standards. For instance there is no such terminology as 
“managers” in whole document but 7.6. All other standards refer to “relevant staff”.  7.7 and 7.9 seems very similar, would be good to provide explanation/details to distinguish the 
differences if it is the case. 7.4 seem vague due to terminology of “understanding”. Understanding cannot be observed from our point of view. 7.10 seems vauge too, it requires clear 
reference within the document. All other commitment structure starts with the standards related with “relevant staff” but in this set of standards, sequence is mixed with “organizational 
commitment”. Our humble sequence proposal as following;  7.1 (adherence to code of conduct) , 7.4 (adherence to r&r), 7.7 (capacity of staff) & 7.9 (capacity of staff), - 7.3 
(organizational commitment to CoC), 7.5 (organizational commitment to allocation of resources), 7.6 (Organizational commitment to wellbeing), 7.8 (Organisatinal commitment to 
performance evaluation), 7.10 ( commitment to CHS) 

 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: All testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

RELEVANCE:  
 
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 

1. I appreciated that the Organizational Leadership are identified as needing to ensure staff are competent and have the technical skills, but the other side of that is that staff need to seek 
out professional development and take initiative to remain current in their technical areas. I'd prefer to have relevant staff taking a more active role in capacity and support beyond legal 
and code of conduct issues.  The emphasis on Organizational Leadership for this one is, however, appreciated, as staff must have the space to do all of this , which comes from 
organizational leadership. 

 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 

1. (Comment from DEC) We covered off most of this in DEC 1.2 but can see this would be inadequate if PiA standard is going to be incorporated in CHS 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate? 
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Summary: All testers agree. 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary:All testers agree. 
 
 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate, there are some recommendations.  
 

1. They are too many and become difficult to use. A long period of time is necessary to appropriate it 
2. There are some confusion on organizational & field  sides applications.  - Some definitions as ‘relevant staff’ are non applicable  

 

COMPLEMENTARITY:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Only 7.10 mentiones that the CHS also applies to those the organisation assists: meaning partners? I miss reference to partners in all instances, as it also  applies to partners to have a 
Code of Conduct, HR system in place, etc. 

2. Mostly, however standard might reflect the rights of “the staff”, “right to go and deliver humanitarian assistance” etc. Organisational commitment to effective management can be added. 
 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. List of references for further readings 
2. By given footnote and web link of other standards 
3. This standard should be referenced in most of the other standards - staff's technical competencies and knowledge of codes of conducts and technical skills are key to ensuring that the 

other standards are in compliance with the commitments outlined here.  This may be more appropriate as Commitment 1, since the others are reliant on staff and organizational 
leadership compliance with this one. 

4. Could 7.4 and 7.8 be linked for this standard - they probably refer to the same things as a whole 
 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers (except two) agree.  
 

1. Not 7.10 which is too all encompassing 
2. Yes, but in emergency contexts and in some rural contexts are difficult to implement and comply. 
3. Compared to other standards, the compliance to this standard is probably easier to assess and less open to interpretations. 

 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers feel it is clear 
 

1. Except 7.10, references should be given in 7.10 more clearly 
2. Yes - probably under 7.8, you could make direct reference of staff having job descriptions that clearly outline annual objectives and  that continuous support to staff and 360 annual 

performance review is conducted  for all staff 
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3. not 7.10 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree, but there are some recommendations. 
 

1. 7.5 - who decides what is relevant in this standard?; 7.6 will be tricky to measure; 7.10 would require a huge amount of evidence to verify and should probably be deleted 
2. As mentioned above, compared to other standards in the CHS exercise these are more objective. 
3. 7.4 cannot be verified due to usage of terminology; “understanding” cannot be verified. Instead, “demonstration” can be used to formulate the standard. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. ALPS, AAIK human resource policies, AAIK financial policy  that guides the use of financial resources. 
2. Policies, existence of code of conducts, Clear reporting lines, roles and responsibilities 
3. Practice and interview 
4. Signed code of conduct,  
5. The processes followed by organization and the documentation including  physical verification in some cases  as  some time documentation is not enough for evidence. 
6. Interview with Staff, Job Description of individual staff, Performance of staff appraisal etc at staff level  and organization policy related to recruitment, HR policies,  Social Security and 

training conducted for staff development 
7. Reports, personal interaction with staffs and other team members and policies of the organization 
8. Reports and emails, resumes, support of internal policies, processes of induction proceedings, minutes of meetings, records of technical committees. 
9. As for all standards, what is appropriate, should be left to individual agencies to decide in their policies and procedures 
10. Training Reports, Signed Staff Code of Conduct and other Policies. 
11. Staff training certificates, HR records of distribution of policies, routine checks on knowledge, document review of policies 
12. Staff appraisal system, Naba'a internal procedures, and protection policy. 
13. Board meeting minutes, MoMs, open policy attendance on the boar meetings,  written permissions are provided from families, etc. 
14. Contextualized accountability framework 
15. performance review 

 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: All testers agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: The majority of testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs. 
 

1. legislation may change; the world is becoming more dangerous and humanitarian workers operating in insecure environments so ensuring the wellbeing of workers will always be 
challenged; transference of risk to partners or local groups is not fully covered. 

2. Yes, however some elements can be interpreted differently - e.g. . the employee protection/rights awarded under French or US labor laws differ widely 
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Commitment 8: Good use and management of resources 

 

Feedback received through testing (testing tools) 

Assessment of 

compliance 

(Baseline) 

   

 

Feedback 

against the 

testing 

principles 

USABILITY:  

Is the Standard easy to use? 

Summary: The majority of users think the Standard is easy to use.  

1. Yes very easy to use. However the phrasing is different than the other commitments. If most of the commitments has clear structure such as standards related with “relevant staff” and 
corresponding (well mostly corresponds) “organizational commitments”, this set of commitment can follow the same phrasing and structure. 8.2 and 8.7 seems very much similar, would 
be good to provide explanation/details to distinguish the differences if it is the case. 

2. yes- though 8.4 is reliant on partners as we do not do direct implementation. 
3. no, the commitment is too general and therefore not specific enough to use 

 
 

Is the Standard easy to learn and share with others? 

Summary: All of the testers think the Standard is easy to learn and share 

1. Yes- though i will have to adjust our trainings to include aspects of logistics (storing goods etc). 
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RELEVANCE:  
 
 
Does the Standard satisfy your needs as a humanitarian actor?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 

1. Yes, but in emergency contexts is difficult to implement and comply it 
2. Yes, but the meaning/understanding of each principle needs to be clarified in agencies' policies 

 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your context?  
 
Summary: All testers (except one) agree. 
 

1. Partially, as we do not do direct implementation, so we are dependant on partners to implement some aspects, with our support. 
 
 
Is the Standard relevant to your organisation’s area of work and mandate? 
 

Summary: All testers agree 

 

ACCESSIBILITY:  
 
 
Is the language in the Standard simple enough?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
 
 
Is the Standard’s format intuitive and easy to use? 
 
Summary: The majority of the testers think the format is adequate. 
 

1. The Organizational Leadership has ensures that:  Policies and procedures are in place governing the use and management of HA funds. 
2. It is not as clear and straightforward as the HAP Standard 

 

Complementarity:  
 
 
The Standard contains core best practice identified by the sector for humanitarian action, is there something missing?  
 

1. Guidance on using donated funds and donor intent 
2. Linkage to the organisation's monitoring and evaluation system. 
3. Procurement professional ethics, sourcing strategy, segregation of duties, conflict of interest, decision making procedures 

 
How can we improve the ease of reference to other standards? 
 

1. Footnotes and web links of other standards 
2. 8.6 already mentioned under 5.3 
3. Many of the activities outlined in other standards are overlooked because of time or financial restraints- it might be helpful to have something that ties those activities to this standard to 
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explore the relationship between being good stewards of resources and also having strong monitoring and feedback systems to identify needed changes to programs. 
 

VERIFIABILITY:  
 
 
Is the level of the target set by the requirements achievable?  
 
Summary: Testers are divided in terms of the achievability of the requirement.  
 

1. Dependant upon partners engagement 
2. 8.2 "without waste" is too ambitious 
3. Some requirements not achievable, for example local purchasing  of quality materiels, and some time vendor  not able to provide required materials  as per organization need. 
4. Yes, but in emergency contexts and in some rural contexts are difficult to implement and comply. 
5. No specific target is set, however when it comes to cost efficiency, compliance, transparency etc ageneral sector consensus exists. 

 
 
Is the intent of each requirement clear?  
 
Summary: All testers feel it is clear 
 
 
Are the requirements verifiable / are they statements that can be proven true or false?  
 
Summary: Tester’s opinions are divided.  
 

1. To an extent.  I'm unclear to what extent one can prove that programmatic decisions were the most cost efficient, without extensive analysis. 
2. 8.5 will be hard to measure. 
3. With due care to the impact on the environment is not measurable. Also 8.12  optimise value for money  is hard to measure. 
4. As mentioned a wide consensus in the sector exists for these principles. Donors and agencies also have clear guidelines against which we can measure compliance. 

 
What evidence of compliance is appropriate per requirement?  
 

1. ALPS, AAIK human resource policies, AAIK financial policy  that guides the use of financial resources 
2. Expenditure statements, store ledgers, policies and audit reports 
3. Practice and interview 
4. Documents related to procurement, storage and distribution, program and finance report at staff level and Procurement policy, finance policy and management at organization level 
5. Life saving equipments, procurement process and local volunteers 
6. Finance and logistics procedures, budget, external audit, internal audits, policies towards environment, value for money, ethical procurement etc. procedures to tackle corruption 
7. Documented policies; audit reports; programme/project guidelines and proposals and reports 

 
As they are, could a 3rd party verify compliance of the requirements? 
 
Summary: All testers (except 2) agree it would be verifiable by a third party. 
 

1. Yes, with the possible exception of making the most cost efficient/effective decisions 
2. No, the norm is not specific enough for auditors to verify compliance. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY:  
 
Is the Standard relevant in relation to your organisation’s vision for the future?  
 
Summary: All testers agree. 
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Will the content of the standard remain applicable and relevant in 5 years time? How can we enhance the sustainability of the Standard? 
 
Summary: All testers agree the standard will remain relevant in 5 yrs, but it will need to be reviewed 
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List of organisations that provided feedback on the Draft CHS: 

 

1. Action Aid  
2. Adra 
3. CAFOD 
4. Care 
5. Christian Aid 
6. COAST Trust 
7. Concern  
8. CRS  
9. CWSPA 
10. DanChurchAid South Asia 
11. Development Action without Borders 
12. EFICOR 
13. Indo Global Social Service Society  
14. IOM 
15. Islamic relief 
16. Mavi Kalem Social Assistance and Charity Association 
17. Mercy Malaysia 
18. Muslim Hands UK 
19. PGVS 
20. Plan India 
21. Plan International  
22. Save the Children International  
23. SEEDS 
24. Sphere India 
25. Strengthening Participatory Organization (SPO) 
26. Support to Life  
27. Wetlands International 
28. World Vision 
29. ZOA relief 

 

These organisations are based in: 

1. Bangladesh 
2. Colombia 
3. Ethiopia 
4. Geneva 
5. India 
6. Jordan 
7. Kenya 
8. London 
9. Malaysia 
10. Neatherlands 
11. Niger 
12. Pakistan 
13. Somalia 
14. Turkey 

 
 


